Informed choice is increasingly recognised as important in supporting patient autonomy and ensuring that people are neither deceived nor coerced. In cancer screening the emphasis has shifted away from just promoting the benefits of screening to providing comprehensive information to enable people to make an informed choice. Cancer screening programmes in the UK now have policies in place which state that it is their responsibility to ensure that individuals are making an individual informed choice. There is a need to evaluate whether such policies mean that those people invited for screening are making informed choices, and how comprehensive information affects other variables such as uptake, cost effectiveness, and satisfaction. At the present time, there is no validated measure of informed choice in cancer screening. Such a measure could be used to evaluate the effectiveness of interventions to increase informed choice and levels of informed choice in a population invited for screening. It could encourage health professionals to be accountable. Factors important when measuring informed choice in cancer screening include an individual’s understanding of the limitations of screening, the ability to make an autonomous choice, and the difference between choice and behaviour.

Theories of postmodernism suggest that people have increasingly taken on the role of individualised consumers who place high value on choice and particularly the concept of informed choice. Healthcare professionals are among the leading sources of choices from the cradle to the grave. In recent years, informed choice has found support in many areas of healthcare including cancer screening.

Cancer screening for many years has been viewed as a public health policy aimed at disease prevention. In the UK, for example, once a woman reaches 50 years of age she is automatically invited to be screened for breast cancer (providing there are no contraindications). Until recently screening has been promoted as a beneficial, preventative activity that all eligible people should participate in. The benefits of screening for cancer were deemed to be so great that harms and limitations were overlooked. However, informed choice has now been accepted by screening policy makers and is now being considered alongside more conventional screening parameters, such as quality assurance procedures and improvements in survival. For example, the second report of the National Screening Committee (NSC) states: “There is a responsibility to ensure that people who accept an invitation do so on the basis of informed choice, and appreciate that in accepting an invitation or participating in a programme to reduce their risk of a disease there is a risk of an adverse outcome.”

Individual choice within cancer screening programmes

In order to maximise effectiveness, the main focus of screening programmes is to have the highest coverage and uptake of the population as possible. As such, many policies in place in the UK encourage health professionals to increase uptake rather than informed choice. For cervical screening, general practitioners get paid an incentive if they achieve high levels of uptake in their practice. It has been argued that target payments work against the spirit of enabling individuals to make an informed choice about whether they want to be screened. However, there is concern that increasing informed choice may reduce uptake, resulting in programmes no longer being cost effective.

Even when it is accepted that screening has a net beneficial effect, one of its inherent limitations is that some individuals will be harmed and others will benefit. Moral conflicts and concerns over patient rights arise where an intervention has the potential to cause both benefit and harm to an individual. In recent years all areas of health care have become increasingly interested in the concept of informed choice and the rights of the individual. The focus of informed choice is on disclosure of risk information to promote individual autonomy. The concept is grounded in liberal philosophy, which implies that individual rights are paramount. However, public health policies such as screening are grounded in the philosophy of utilitarianism and based on population outcomes such as reduction in the burden of disease.

The purpose of this paper is not to try and place a value on the relative importance of these two theories. Neither is it attempting to evaluate
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What is meant by informed choice?

The concept of informed choice is based on the doctrine of informed consent. The expression “informed choice” not “informed consent” is principally used within health screening because people are normally invited to participate, and they choose (to a greater or lesser extent) whether to do so or not. They may never have any contact with a health professional if they decide not to participate. We would argue that consent implies more active decision making following some contact and discussion with a health professional.

Reasons for encouraging informed choice include supporting patient autonomy and providing reassurance that patients are neither deceived nor coerced. However, what is not known is the extent to which the provision of unbiased, comprehensive screening information increases informed choice. The fundamental goal in enhancing patient choice is to enable patients to come to an autonomous decision. For example, the GMC proposes that people need unbiased, high quality, relevant, unbiased information of all the consequences of making her/his choice. For the individual person, an informed choice may be one where they feel more satisfied and less anxious about their decision. To feel informed, individuals may want information on how people who have been through a negative experience have coped and what it is like to experience a particular health state.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terms</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Informed choice</td>
<td>One that is informed, consistent with the decision maker’s values, and behaviourally implemented.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomus choice</td>
<td>One which occurs when people act (1) intentionally, (2) with understanding, and (3) without controlling influences that determine their actions.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence based patient choice</td>
<td>The use of evidence based information as a way of enhancing people’s choices when these people are patients.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Definitions of what comprise an informed choice, however, might differ according to a person’s perspective. For the health professional, an informed choice may be a rational one, where the individual chooses the option with the best clinical outcomes. For the individual person, an informed choice may be one where they feel more satisfied and less anxious about their decision. To feel informed, individuals may want information on how people who have been through a negative experience have coped and what it is like to experience a particular health state.

Choice and information

The provision of relevant, high quality information is assumed by some to be sufficient to enable people to make an informed choice. However, for a person to make an informed choice much more is needed than the provision of information. The information needs to have been read and understood. In addition, a person must be able to choose freely between different options and to carry out their intended choice.

The relation between the way information is presented and the choices people make also needs to be considered. Provision of information may not be value free and may be used to direct choice. For example, the way that “logically equivalent” information is presented (framed) has the potential to manipulate consumer decisions. Additionally, a qualitative study reported that choices in many evidence based maternity leaflets were interpreted by patients as indicating “right” and “wrong” choices. The authors concluded that the normative culture in which leaflets on informed choice were being introduced resulted in informed compliance rather than informed choice. Thus people may be informed but not feel free to make a choice that is not consistent with normative beliefs.

Choice and autonomy

The provision of information may enable a person to become informed, but it may play little part in enabling an autonomous choice to be made. Although comprehensive information is a prerequisite for informed choice, a person can be informed without having (or indeed wanting) a choice. Equally, a person may want to make an autonomous choice without the use of information.

It can be argued that there are three main aspects of choice in the context of healthcare in general and screening in
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public health policies is perhaps open to debate. Options. Whether such notions of autonomy can exist within and without controlling actions. However, this definition was as one which is performed intentionally, with understanding, and without controlling actions. However, this definition was largely for people making decisions about different treatment options. Whether such notions of autonomy can exist within public health policies is perhaps open to debate.

Informed choice and shared decision making
Informed shared decision making has been described as “decisions that are shared by doctor and patient and informed by best evidence, not only about risks and benefits but also patient specific characteristics and values”.20 In shared decision making, both the health professional and the patient are assumed to have a legitimate investment in the treatment decisions.21 At the present time most of the decisions regarding cancer screening in the UK are made outside the patient-doctor consultation. Therefore, consideration of the implications of shared decision making on patient autonomy are not of great relevance. Cancer screening (with the exception of cervical screening) takes place at the level of organised, centralised screening programmes, with modest interaction between screening invitees and health professionals.

THE RELATION BETWEEN CHOICE AND BEHAVIOUR
When measuring informed choice or informed decision making, it should not be assumed that behaviour reflects the initial choice. For example, even though a person chooses to participate in screening, participation may not eventuate. The difference between screening behaviour and screening choice may be due to predictable factors (for example, choices available and barriers to participation) and unpredictable factors (for example, acute illness, forgetfulness, competing priorities, and holidays). The disparity between choice and behaviour may also have a temporal element to it; the shorter the timespan between making the choice and carrying out the behaviour, the smaller the impact of unpredictable factors. A person who is invited to be screened opportunistically during a GP visit is unlikely to have their choice affected by unpredictable factors. However, even when there is only a small time lapse between choice and behaviour, using behaviour as a proxy for choice might still not be appropriate. For example, the person who makes a choice at the same time as being offered the test may feel more coerced and have less autonomy.

The relation between choice and behaviour may also partly be dependent on the organisation of screening programmes. In the UK, for example, women are invited via their GP for cervical screening. For breast screening, women are invited via the Breast Screening Programme. To undergo either of these screening tests, most people would have to travel, which introduces external factors such as access, missing the bus, and so on. For colorectal cancer screening, however, people are sent the test and it is self administered. Thus concerns relating to access are less likely to affect those invited to participate in colorectal cancer screening. These issues also relate to the provider of screening services; for example, cervical screening is organised through GPs, whereas colorectal and breast screening are organised centrally.

When defining and measuring choice, therefore, distinctions need to be made between the choice and the final behaviour. People may be well informed but still not be able to carry out their preferred choice. Even if they can carry out their choice, and intend to do so, external factors may prevent them from doing so. Examples are given below of possible scenarios, which illustrate the difference between intention and behaviour. By measuring intention before the behaviour we can see whether the initial intention to be screened was informed.

Scenario 1
A woman living in rural Scotland is invited for mammography screening at one of the screening vans. She gets information on the risks and benefits, wishes to go, but on the day of the screening is sick. She had made an informed choice to attend, but was not able to carry out that choice. The next time she receives her invitation she is on holiday, and does not have a car to be able to travel to another site. She decides not to go, even though her preferred choice is to attend.

Scenario 2
A male amputee is sent screening tests for colorectal cancer screening. He wishes to take part but does not feel able to complete the tests, and is embarrassed to ask anyone else. He had made an informed choice to take part but is unable to do so.

Scenario 3
A young female is invited for cervical screening, reads all the information, but is agoraphobic. She feels informed, wishes to attend, but is not able to do so.

Scenario 4
A middle aged woman is invited for cervical screening. She has read all the information, and has decided that she does not want to be screened. She gets flu and goes to see her GP whom she respects. He is very pro-screening and notices that she has not been screened. He tells her she should be screened, he can do it there and then, and she feels unable to refuse.

Scenario 5
A middle aged woman decides not to go for screening for breast cancer. Her friends are horrified and persuade her to go along with them. She was informed, had made a choice not to go, but the influence of family and friends made her go.

MEASURING INFORMED CHOICE
In attempting to measure and understand informed choice in cancer screening three assumptions are made. The first assumption is that informed choice is an important aspect of a screening programme. We accept that there is a potential inconsistency in promoting informed choice within a public health policy; personal autonomy is competing with the greatest benefit for the greatest number. However, policy makers and screening programme organisers in the UK have already decided that promoting informed choice in cancer screening is important. Therefore, this paper aims to explain how such a policy should be evaluated and measured.

The second assumption is that informed choice should be measured, rather than just accepted that it is a good thing. Measuring informed choice may set too high standards which are unachievable in practice. However, it does have important benefits: it encourages health professionals to be accountable, and it defends people from unwanted interventions and from deception and coercion.1
The third assumption is that informed choice can be measured in a meaningful way. This assumption is open to debate; concepts such as consent and choice are understood in contradictory ways when people rely on different theoretical models. For example, positivism defines informed choice through dichotomies: informed/uninformed, choice/no choice. It is accepted that no measure of informed choice will be perfect, but this paper is the first stage in attempting to operationalise the concept.

Uses of a measure of informed choice

There are several ways a measure of informed choice in cancer screening could be used. Firstly, it could be used as an outcome measure in trials. Recently trials evaluating the effectiveness of informed choice interventions for cancer screening have been undertaken. However, many of these trials only measure knowledge and uptake, and not informed choice. A measure of informed choice in antenatal screening has already been developed, but this is not appropriate to use in cancer screening.

Secondly, if the aim of organisations such as the NSC is to promote informed choice in populations eligible to be screened, then it is important to measure the extent to which the aim has been achieved. Informed choice, even though it might be a very important outcome to be measured in preventative care, is much more difficult to measure than coverage or uptake. Thirdly, as mentioned previously, it can also ensure accountability of screening programmes and act as an aid to ensuring that people are neither deceived nor coerced.

This paper describes some of the important aspects to be considered when measuring informed choice in cancer screening. These aspects of informed choice may be important in other areas of healthcare. It is likely that a wide range of strategies would need to be considered in operationalising any measurement of informed choice (questionnaires, interviews, and so on), which would need to work within system constraints at different levels—that is, constraints on the screening programme, primary care, and the health service. Items for the questionnaire should be derived from focus group discussions, individual interviews, expert opinion, and guidelines (for example, the GMC guidelines) When measuring informed choice using such a questionnaire, the following factors need to be considered:

1. How informed the person is when making their choice

As discussed previously, if the objective of any intervention or health policy is to increase informed choice, then it can be argued that there are at least two prerequisites: (1) the provision of unbiased, up to date, relevant information on the consequences of the choice(s) and (2) the ability of the person to make an autonomous choice between more than one option. When assessing how well informed a person is, two issues need to be taken into consideration. Firstly, the different perspectives of what is deemed to be well informed, and secondly the context of the decision. For example, in countries where healthcare is not free, people might wish to have information on possible costs of treatments before considering themselves well informed.

It is not expected that, to be considered informed, people will be required to recall detailed amounts of information and figures about a screening test. As previous research has suggested, about 50% of people cannot recall significant information provided to them in relation to a consent given just a short time before. However, it is reasonable to expect that people have an understanding about issues such as the disease being screened for, the screening test, and the consequences of participation or non-participation. At the present time, many people have only a basic understanding of what screening is about and have little or no understanding of limitations, risks, and consequences.

2. Preferred and/or intended choice

A person’s preferred and/or intended choice should ideally be measured after they have received their invitation to be screened but before they carry out the behaviour.

3. Barriers towards carrying out the choice

These may be personal or organisational barriers. Personal barriers may include physical or mental health problems and language. Organisational barriers could include availability of the service/intervention, and access.

4. Values and beliefs

A person’s underlying values and beliefs regarding the choices may be important. Theories of health behaviour such as the Theory of Planned Behaviour and the Health Belief Model may be useful in developing questions. The relation between knowledge, understanding, and a person’s beliefs can then be explored. For example, a person’s belief that screening is “a good thing” may be based on information they have received on the benefits of screening.

5. Degree of preferred involvement

There is evidence that some people do not wish to be involved in making decisions about their care. Therefore it may be important to evaluate to what extent people wish to make a choice about screening. For example, they may wish to be informed, but have the choice made by someone else, or they might decide to have little involvement in screening at all and throw away the invitation.

6. Degree of coercion or control

The measure should ideally include the degree to which the choice was perceived to be subject to control or coercion, although this may be difficult to tease out in practice. Understanding the process by which people arrive at this point may give insights into this issue.

7. Perceived availability of choice

The measure should also attempt to measure the degree to which different options were available, as perceived by the recipient. For example, people may feel that they do not have the choice to refuse screening, even though they might wish to. This is important to measure in order to distinguish between informed compliance and informed choice (as discussed previously).

8. Behaviour carried out

Whether screening was undertaken or not is important to measure in order to ascertain if there is a difference between the original choice and the final behaviour. The screening behaviour should be ascertained from screening records, rather than by self report.

CONCLUSIONS

Informed choice is not just about the provision of relevant up-to-date information, it is also about making sure that the appropriate choices are available to people, and that the choice is autonomous and free from coercion. It should also be recognised that, even with the best of intentions, there are extraneous, unpredictable factors which will prevent people from performing a behaviour which is in keeping with their preferred choice. Thus there may be differences between the intended choice and the final behaviour. This difference needs to be taken into account when designing a measure of informed choice, before we can be sure of the impact of informed choice on uptake or other desired endpoints.
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